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Description
Stop Slip is a unique traction treatment product that helps to prevent slips and
falls on quarry, porcelain and glazed ceramic tile floors in kitchens.

Key properties
Stop Slip is an unique patented product that combines traction treatment
capabilities with surfactants and cleaning agents. These cleaning agents help
break down the grease and oils that are found deep in the floor and make the
floor slippery.
The traction treatment ingredient provides a microscopic texture to the tiles
surface, helping to create a non slippery floor.

Benefits
• Unique patented formula
• Traction treats the floor without long term damage
• Assist traction treatment by removing in ground grease and dirt
• Leaves workspace safer for employees and customers

Use instructions
Once a month or spot treat slippery areas as needed

1. Wipe up spills and sweep debris from floor surface
2. Apply Stop Slip undiluted in area to be treated
3. Evenly spread the product across the surface using brush or mop. Allow

to remain on the floor surface;
a. For quarry tiles, 20 minutes
b. For glazed, ceramic and porcelain tiles, 40 minutes

DO NOT ALLOW to dry on surface
4. Remove soiled solution by mopping, squeegee to drain or vacuum pick

up
5. Rinse floor thoroughly and pick up rinse solution
6. Dry floor surface using a dry mop or squeegee. Allow the floor to dry

thoroughly before allowing traffic.
Note: the use of Stop Slip on porcelain and glazed tiles will create a duller
surface.

Technical data
Appearance: Clear orange liquid
Neat pH: 3.5
Relative Density (20°C) 1.02

These figures are typical values and should not be interpreted as specifications.

Safe handling and storage information
Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a
separate Safety Data Sheet.
Store in original container. Avoid extremes of temperature.
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Product compatibility
Stop Slip is not recommended for use on polished or unpolished marble, or terrazzo with marble chips. If
product gets on Aluminium, remove promptly with a clean wet towel.

Available pack sizes
Article code Pack size Pack type
417060 2 ×5L


